


Modern Farmer is the authoritative resource for  
today’s cutting-edge food producers and consumers:  
the farmers, wannabe farmers, chefs, and responsible 
consumers who are influencing the way we eat  
right now. Blending hands-in-dirt service,  
soulful inspiration, and whip-smart reporting,  
Modern Farmer understands that a tomato is  
never just a tomato—it’s also a political, and  
deeply personal, statement about who we  
want to be and the world we hope to live in. 
	  

MISSION STATEMENT  



AN AWARDED BRAND 

Recipient of Adweek’s 2014  
National Magazine Awards  
for Hottest Newcomer,  
Modern Farmer is the voice 
behind the food movement, 
delivering investigative journalism 
and rich photography. As such,  
it is the heralded media brand 
that singularly sits in the middle 
of thought leader, food and 
agricultural topics—making it  
the premium partner for farm, 
food and lifestyle marketers. 
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AUDIENCE PROFILE 
The Modern Farmer audience puts their money  
where their mouths are, literally. They are:  

Sources: Modern Farmer Reader Survey, 2014; ComScore. 

Young:  
•  Our core audience is 18-44,  

33% of which are Millennials (18-34) 

Educated:  
•  44.8% have graduated from college  

•  13.9% have post-graduate education 

Affluent:  
•  31% of our audience has a total household 

income of over $100,000  

•  47% make over $75,000  

  



AUDIENCE PROFILE 
They also: 

Care about food choices:   
•  77% say “I am willing to pay more for  

organic food” 

•  94% said eating organic is somewhat  
or very important to them 

•  75% shop at farmers markets 

Live everywhere:  
•  40% are urban    

•  28% are suburban  

•  30% are rural   

Lead agriculture lives:  
•  61% describe themselves as hobby  

gardeners or farmers   

•  40% say “I dream about owning a farm someday”  

Sources: Modern Farmer Reader Survey, 2014; ComScore. 



EDITORIAL GUIDE  
LETTERS  FROM  
THE  EDITORS  
 
Readers keep an 
ongoing dialogue 
with the editors as 
they share their 
thoughts on the 
previously published 
stories and the 
magazine overall. 

MEET  THE   
MODERN FARMERS 
 
An up-close look at 
good growers 
around the globe: 
Who are they?  
What inspires them? 
How does their 
business work? 

F IELD NOTES  
An eight-page 
section including: 
Farming technologies, 
calendar of events  
for consumers and 
farmers alike; seasonal 
product reviews; spirit 
spotlights; farm  
real estate and  
book reviews. 

COLUMNS &   
COMMENTARIES  
Each issue features 
three hardcore news 
and business stories, 
covering thought-
provoking topics such 
as global agriculture, 
government policy 
and leading  
farming issues. 

MODERN FARMER  
HANDBOOK 
A "how-to" service 
guide for the Modern 
Farmer, including how 
to plant, selecting 
crops, building farm 
structures, favorite 
tools, and more. 

FEATURES  
A Notable Farmhouse 
A peek into a notable 
farmhouse, with in-
depth photography. 
 
 
Your Complete  
Guide to Raising… 
An investment piece  
on a farm animal:  
How to choose the 
best breeds and keep 
them healthy and 
productive, and 
housing and feed 
needs to be 
considered.  
  
  
A Focus on  
Seasonal Food 
Farm-to-table chefs 
featured to tempt the 
taste buds of any true 
foodie, plus what to 
plant and how to enjoy 
the fruits of what  
you grow. 
 
 
The Recipes  
Now readers can make 
the meal showcased in 
the seasonal food 
feature, from salads 
and sides to main 
courses and desserts. 

LAST  WORD 
Readers enjoy thoughts 
from famous farmers.  
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f o o d . s p i r i t s . t r a v e l . c u l t u r eFIELD NOTES  /

Ted Dennard built an empire on the backs of hardworking bees. Launched 13 
years ago, his wildly successful Savannah Bee Company claims four stores 
in Georgia and South Carolina, plus a line of 150-plus products—artisanal 
honeys, beeswax candles and balms, and more—sold at premium retailers like 
Dean & DeLuca. To pay his good fortune forward, Dennard established The 
Bee Cause Project in 2013 with the aim of installing and maintaining glass 
observation hives in schools. “Kids should understand the importance of  
these mighty pollinators to agriculture and the environment,” he explains. Adds  
the nonprofit’s director, Tami Enright: “If all goes well, we’ll create a whole  
new generation of bee ambassadors.” So far, 60 hives are up and buzzing in  
the Southeast. To help Dennard and Enright reach their goal of equipping  
1,000 classrooms across the country, purchase wildflower honey from The 
Bee Cause website; 100 percent of the proceeds will go toward the project.  
($15 for a 12-ounce jar; thebeecause.org) —Monica Michael Willis

JUNE 19 TO 21
BLACK SHEEP 
GATHERING 
Eugene, OR 
No, this is not a support 
group for family outcasts, 
nor is it limited to sheep. 
Llamas and goats are 
among the species 
shown and sold at this 
fiber-fest, which boasts 
the hotly contested 
“Sheep-to-Shawl” weave-
off and workshops on 
felting and carding. (black 
sheepgathering.org)

JUNE 22 TO 28
SUSTAINABLE 
SEAFOOD WEEK
New York, NY 
During this “restaurant 
week” for pescaterians, 
NYC institutions such as 
Grand Central Oyster 
Bar and Craft will 
highlight eco-friendly 
seafood. Also on the 
menu: butchering 
and filleting classes. 
(sswnational.com/nyc)

JUNE 27
PURPLE HULL PEA 
FESTIVAL
Emerson, AR 
Of course this paean to 
the black-eyed pea’s 
less-common cousin 
involves shelling and  
eating competitions, but 
the real attraction can be 
summed up in five delight-
fully ridiculous words: 
World Championship 
Rotary Tiller Race. 
(purplehull.com)

CALENDAR 
SUMMER 
2015

The hive mentality
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A Southern honey company teaches 
schoolchildren about bees (birds not included).

B AC K  I N  F E B RUA RY, when the very notion of summer—much less a summer issue—seemed 
beyond reach, we posted a call for feedback online, asking you to tell us what you liked  
�OR�DIDN�T	�ABOUT�THE�MAGAZINE��7E�WERE�mOORED�BY�YOUR�MANY�WORDS�OF�ENCOURAGEMENT�AND�TOOK�
YOUR�CONSTRUCTIVE�CRITICISM�TO�HEART��(ERE�S�HOW�YOUR�INPUT�INmUENCED�OUR�EDITORIAL�DIRECTION���

“I can read about a few cute breeds anywhere,” wrote Mary McManus in her request for more in-depth 
animal coverage and fewer “$94 shoe-care kits.” Our answer? An 8-page guide to raising ducks (above 
left and page 64), plus product picks from farmers, not fashion editors (below right and page 45).  

Casey Francis asked us to “break down wonky, policy-related issues for the public” and include 
“traditional farmers in the middle of the country.” He should be pleased by the article on page 31, 
WHICH�DEMYSTIlES�THE�ISSUES�SURROUNDING�FERTILIZER�RUNOFF�AND�PHOSPHOROUS�POLLUTION�IN�/HIO���

“Sometimes the magazine does twee hipster stuff (about the zombie apocalypse, for example)  
that makes me roll my eyes,” complained Rachel Ehmke, who’s into “how farming and food are  
an important part of culture.”�2ACHEL��&EAST�THOSE�EYES�UPON�FEATURES�DEVOTED�TO�THE�*AMES�"EARD�
&OUNDATION�S�#HEFS�"OOT�#AMP��above right and page 86) and Alan Chadwick, the ’60s radical  
WHO�INmUENCED�THE�LIKES�OF�!LICE�7ATERS��below left and page 72).

One reader expressed concern that modern farmer may veer into old-fashioned, ladies-service 
TERRITORY��“I hope the magazine doesn’t condescend to women with DIY ideas like how to make  
a fantastic lampshade out of paint stirrers.” .OPE��NO�LAMPSHADE�PROJECTS��THOUGH�YOU�WILL�lND�A�
blueprint for a three-bin composting system (below right and page 44).

In addition, there was some debate regarding whether to keep or kill “Ask an Ag Minister” (the 
latter option won out), as well as a few pleas for larger type (handled). And we took the liberty of 
COMBINING�THE�FOUR�DIFFERENT�h&IELD�.OTESv�SPREADS�INTO�ONE�COHESIVE�SECTION��PAGE���	��3O�TELL�US��
$ID�WE�GO�TOO�FAR��.OT�FAR�ENOUGH��4HIS�SUMMER�ISSUE�IS�JUST�THE�lRST�STEP�IN�WHAT�WE�HOPE�WILL�
become on ongoing dialogue between the magazine and you, our readers. Keep the conversation 
going by emailing us at feedback@modfarmer.com. We’re listening.

letter from the editors

the editors
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From eggplant to  
quail eggs, New York  
to New Mexico,  
these entrepreneurs  
bring a fresh approach  
to agriculture.

BY JESSICA LEIGH HESTER

“The biggest 
challenge is getting 
long-term access 
to land,” says Julie 
Johnston of Lopez 
Island, WA. 

MEET THE 
MODERN FARMERS

PHOTOGRAPH BY ANNA MIA DAVIDSON 13  
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IN THE BEAUTIFUL backwaters of 
West Bengal, one of the poorest parts  
of India and therefore the world, tens  
of thousands of teenage girls await  
their fates. Some will be sold, often  
unwittingly, into prostitution thou-
sands of miles away so they can’t easily 
return to their families. Others will 
become wives and mothers well before 
they reach 18 (by age 15, one of every 
lVE�7EST�"ENGALI�GIRLS�IS�MARRIED	��
The problems may seem intractable, 
BUT�,ANDESA��A�3EATTLE�NONPROlT�THAT�
focuses on securing land rights for 
impoverished families around the 
globe, has hit on a simple, promising 
solution. The key is gardening.

women’s names are not on property 
titles, husbands may sell the land 
without consulting their wives. Studies 
have shown that mothers with secure 
land rights are more likely to boost 
their children’s nutrition and education, 
which ultimately reduces poverty.

A Landesa evaluation revealed that 
participants in the Security for Girls 
Through Land Project are more likely 
to stay in school, delay marriage, and 
inherit property. “When a girl is active 
in the garden,” says Grout, “she’s seen 
as connected to the land and there-
fore more deserving of inheriting it.” 

Because of Landesa’s initial 
success, the West Bengal government 
has decided to work with SGTLP to 

LEFT Girls attend group 
meetings to learn about their 
property, and human, rights. 
OPPOSITE A participant in 
Landesa’s Security for Girls 
Through Land Project fetches 
water for her family’s garden. 

EXPAND�THE�NONPROlT�TO�REACH�����
million young women over the next 
three years. Landesa’s hope is that 
other Indian states will follow suit.

In addition to the economic 
BENElT��THE�SKILLS�AND�CONlDENCE�
wrought by gardening stay with these 
girls and can affect their families 
deeply. Pransenjit Barman, a local boy 
whose sister, Chandana, was married 
off at age 13, told me he made a pact 
with his friends to help any girls in 
similar danger. His mother, Phanibala, 
admits, “We made a mistake.”

Chandana adores her own two 
daughters but laments what might 
have been: “I could have gone to 
school and gotten a better life.”  

/VER�THE�PAST�THREE�YEARS���������
participants have enrolled in the 
Security for Girls Through Land 
0ROJECT��3'4,0	��WHICH�WORKS�TO�
educate young women in this eastern 
Indian state about their right to 
inherit property along with their 
brothers, and teaches them the 
hands-on skills necessary to grow 
food for their families. 

Although farming is a way of life in 
West Bengal, bordered by Bangladesh 
and Bhutan, it’s mostly done on a 
LARGE�SCALE�IN�OPEN�lELDS�RICE��WHEAT��
MUSTARD�AND�THE�TASKS�PERFORMED�ON�
these tenant farms don’t necessarily 
translate to backyard gardens. By 

BY MELISSA ALLISON

Teach a girl to farm...
A Seattle-based nonprofit gives young women  
in West Bengal, India, the skills to grow food for their 
families, transforming lives in the process.  

empowering West Bengali girls to 
grow food, Landesa proves their 
economic value, making parents less 
likely to marry off their daughters or 
sell them into prostitution.

Occasionally, those parents help 
out, tilling the soil or planting seeds, 
THOUGH�MANY�GIRLS�GO�IT�ALONE�WHILE�
also raising younger siblings and 
cooking everyone’s meals. Some of 
these girls are providing the bulk of 
their families’ food and generating 
extra income at local farmers 
markets. One father I spoke with, in 
������ESTIMATED�THAT�HIS�DAUGHTER�S�
GARDEN�SAVED�THE�FAMILY������A�YEAR�
on food, which represents about 
7 percent of their income. In some 
cases, the teens have been allowed to 
STAY�IN�OR�RETURN�TO�SCHOOL�A�RARITY�
for females in India.

“Parents rarely think their girls 
deserve child marriage,” says Melany 
Grout, an attorney and land-tenure 
specialist at Landesa. She’s seen  
people agonize over the decision. 
Still, it happens because of the 
economic incentive: Typically, the 
younger the girl, the lower the 
dowry. By showing parents that their 
DAUGHTERS�ARE�NOT�lNANCIAL�BURDENS�TO�
be divested but rather contributors to 
the bottom line, the project also has 
had an impact on the adults. 

Previously, many mothers were 
unaware that they even had land 
rights, and Landesa found that if Indian 

COLUMNS & COMMENTARY / 

For more information on  
Landesa’s Security for Girls 
Through Land Project, visit 
getinvolved.landesa.org/india.
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LAST WORD / 

Most people think in words. 
Animals think in pictures. I think 

in pictures, so it was obvious to 

me to look at what an animal sees 

[on its way to slaughter]. In the 

1970s, that was radical stuff. 

Claire Danes did a great, great 
job portraying me. The movie 

[2010’s Temple Grandin] showed 

my visual thinking very accu-

rately. It was like going back in a 

time machine. 

I was mistaken to believe I 
could !ix everything in the 
livestock industry. I’ve taught 

corporations how to do animal- 

welfare audits that target bad 

EQUIPMENT��5NFORTUNATELY��lXING�
BAD�EQUIPMENT�DOESN�T�lX�BAD�
management.

We should not be wasting food. 
0INK�SLIME��OR�lNELY�TEXTURED�
beef, is not a high-end product. 

But throwing it out is like tossing 

a whole truckload of cattle into the  

garbage every day. The product 

just needs to be labeled properly.

Big companies are going to 
eliminate antibiotics use, 
because consumers are demand-

ing it. I have a saying: “Heat 

softens steel, and then I can bend 

it into pretty grillwork. Cold steel, 

you cannot bend.”  

I consider being well-known 
a responsibility. Kids look up 

to me. I want to see the geeky, 

different ones—labeled autistic 

OR�DYSLEXIC�OR�!$($�BECOME�
SUCCESSFUL��!GRICULTURE�CAN�BE�AN�
IDEAL�lELD�FOR�THESE�KIDS��  

4%-0,%�'2!.$).��0h�$���is a 
professor of animal sciences at 
Colorado State University and the 
coauthor of 4HE�!UTISTIC�"RAIN�
(2013) and !NIMALS�-AKE�5S�
Human (2010). 

Temple Grandin

BY ANDREW AMELINCKX   PHOTOGRAPH BY ROSALIE WINARD

She earned Claire Danes a Golden Globe, helped to change the makeup  
of McDonald’s burgers, and altered public perception about autism.  
Here’s what the world’s coolest animal behaviorist wants you to know now.  
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CROPPED: Blackberries
BLUEPRINT: Three -bin c omp oster

TO OLS: Farmer favorites
HOW TO: Save tomato see d

AGRONOMICS: Secrets of  CSA success

SUMMER 2015

ILLUSTRATIONS BY OLAF HAJEK
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YO U R  
C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  

T O  R A I S I N G

 DUCKS
H OW  T O  C H O O S E  T H E  R I G H T  B R E E D S ,  

G I V E YO UR H ATCH L IN GS A S T R O N G S TA R T,  

A N D H O US E A N D F E E D 

THESE LOVABLE , EGG !L AYING FOWL .  

BY THOMAS CHRISTOPHER  

PHOTOGR APHS BY ALIZ A ELIA Z AROV K H A K I  CA M P B E L L  !FA R  R I G H T";  FAW N#A N D#W H I T E  A N D  B L AC K  RU N N E R S
B LU E  S W E D I S H
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FOOD / 

1. Season boar or pork with half of the salt. In a large bowl, mix 
together remaining salt and all other dry ingredients; stir in 
olive oil to form a paste. Using your hands, generously apply 
spice mixture to chops, making sure to coat all sides. Transfer 
chops to rimmed baking sheet and sprinkle citrus zests over  
all sides of chops. Pour citrus juices over chops and let sit for 
30 minutes.
2. Heat grill to high. Lightly brush okra and squash with oil 
and set aside. Sear chops on all sides, then remove to a plate. 
Reduce grill heat to medium and sear vegetables on one side. 
Flip vegetables, then place seared chops on top of vegetables 
and cook until desired doneness, about 7 minutes for medium 
rare, depending on thickness of chop. Transfer vegetables and 
meat to a platter and allow meat to rest for 5 to 10 minutes. 
Serve with Olive Chimichurri Del Campo �NEXT�PAGE	�

SERVES 8 

 6  pounds wild boar chops 
or bone-in pork chops

 !  cup salt

 "  cup paprika

 "  cup chili powder

 !  cup sugar

 2  tablespoons ground cumin

 2  tablespoons dried oregano

 2   tablespoons freshly ground 
black pepper

 2   cups extra-virgin olive oil, plus 
more for oiling vegetables

  Juice and zest of 5 oranges  

  Juice and zest of 3 limes 

 4  pounds okra, trimmed

 4   yellow summer squash, sliced  
into "-inch-thick rounds

Grilled Wild Boar Chops with 
Okra and Summer Squash

SERVES 8 

 2  cups rice wine vinegar

 20  cloves garlic, peeled 

 4    tablespoons paprika or more 
to taste

 3  tablespoons sugar

 2    teaspoons chili powder or 
more to taste

  Salt 

 4   pounds wild boar or pork 
shoulder, cut into 1-inch cubes

 3  tablespoons oil 

 !   teaspoon red pepper flakes  
or more to taste

 2   pounds okra, trimmed and  
cut in half lengthwise

 3   cups steamed basmati rice  
for serving

 4  limes, halved

1. To make the vindaloo paste, combine vinegar, garlic, paprika, 
sugar, chili, and salt to taste in a blender. Pulse until mixture 
reaches a smooth, pastelike consistency.
2. Season boar or pork with salt. In a large skillet over  
medium-high heat, heat oil, then sear meat on all sides. Add 
VINDALOO�PASTE�AND�RED�PEPPER�mAKES�TO�PAN�AND�MIX�WELL��2EDUCE�
heat to low, cover with lid, and slowly simmer until meat is fork 
tender, 30 to 40 minutes. Add okra, cover, and simmer 5 minutes. 
Remove lid, turn heat to high, and cook 3 minutes more, stirring 
often. Serve vindaloo hot over steamed rice with lime halves.

Wild Boar Vindaloo with 
Basmati Rice

!SHA�'OMEZ��OWNER�AND�EXECUTIVE�CHEF�OF�3PICE�TO�4ABLE�IN�!TLANTA��GREW�UP�IN�+ERALA��)NDIA�� 
WHERE�GARLICKLY�VINDALOOS�ARE�POPULAR�WITH�HOME�COOKS��/F�COURSE��SHE�UNDERSTANDS�THAT�WILD�BOAR� 
ISN�T�WIDELY�AVAILABLE�AND�RECOMMENDS�PORK�SHOULDER�AS�A�SUBSTITUTE��

6ICTOR�!LBISU��EXECUTIVE�CHEF�AND�OWNER�OF�$EL�#AMPO�IN�7ASHINGTON��$�#���SUGGESTS�SWAPPING� 
BONEIN�PORK�CHOPS�FOR�THE�WILD�BOAR�IN�THIS�RECIPE�
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THIS PAGE Hot peppers get 
started in one of Tabasco’s 
greenhouses on Avery Island, 
LA, site of the most recent 
James Beard Foundation’s 
Chefs Boot Camp for Policy 
and Change. OPPOSITE 
Atlanta chef David Carson’s 
Avery Island Stew features 
crawfish and just-picked okra.  

Fourteen chefs—each  
with a cause—gather 
in Louisiana to cook  
a free-form feast and 
formulate a plan  
for revolutionizing the  
way we farm and eat.

BY MONICA MICHAEL WILLIS   

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CEDRIC ANGELES
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THE ACCIDENTAL
 DAIRY FARMER

Seattle chef Kurt 
Timmermeister 
wanted little more
than a rustic retreat 
when he bought  
four neglected
acres on nearby 
Vashon Island.  
Then a cow named
Dinah changed 
everything.

BY MIRANDA SILVA

PHOTOGRAPHS BY KYLE JOHNSON

STYLING BY RAINA KATTELSON

Kurt Timmermeister   
shares the farm  
with 16-year-old 
Daisy, his rescued 
cattle dog. 



2016 PRINT RATES 
EFFECTIVE WITH THE WINTER ISSUE 2015  

Modern Farmer goes beyond what’s on your plate to tell 
you fascinating stories about what we consume, as well  
as the latest trends in farming. From how-to’s and farmer 
profiles to pop culture pieces and farm-to-table recipes, 
Modern Farmer is the first publication to explore the 
agricultural lifestyle. 

Note: All rates are listed as gross.  
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MODERNFARMER.COM 
 The online destination for more Modern Farmer with  
its own dedicated editorial team, daily features, video  
content, social media, shopping, and much more.  
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FLASH 

300×250             970×90 
Maximum File Size: Initial load not  
to exceed targeted ad size. 

Animation:      15-sec 
 

Must include .SWF File with clicktags, GIF/JPG 
provided as back-up, Flash Movies kept below 
18 FPS, target=”_blank” is required in “basic 
actions” to ensure clickthru opens in a new 
window, clickTag code must be embedded in 
.SWF file: {getURL (_root.clickTag, “_blank”); }* 
 
*All Flash creative must be properly coded to track clicktags.  
 

DEDICATED EMAIL GUIDELINES 
A zipped HTML template, text for plain text 
version and subject line. All creative — HTML 
template, text and URLs — need to be submitted 
one week prior to deployment. E-mail templates 
should be no more than 600 pixels wide to 
optimize for mobile viewing. An email test will be 
sent before deployment for approval. Do Not 
Contact lists require an additional processing fee 
beginning at $200 net. 



CONTACTS 

CORPORATE OFFICE/NEW YORK 
 
Modern Farmer 
403 Warren St., 2nd Floor 
Hudson, NY 12534 
518–828–7447 

Jane Wladar 
Publisher/Chief Revenue Officer 
jane@modfarmer.com 
518-828-7447 x106 
 

Jennifer Borrero 
East Coast Sales Director 
jennifer@modfarmer.com 
518–828–7447 x109 

LOS ANGELES 

Ellie Whelan 
West Coast Sales Director 
ellie@modfarmer.com 
310–546–3757 

888-797-9925 

SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES 

CHICAGO 

Cynthia Wood 
Midwest Ad Sales Director 
cynthia@modfarmer.com 
847-456-0078 


